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Issue 
Date Time Length  Program Title    Type Guests 
 
Cultural Understanding 
 
7/3 8:00  26:45  I Believe    D William Cardinal Keeler 

The Roman Catholic Church-      Mark J. Potter  
Dennis Wholey, veteran public television host and author of the best-selling book The Courage to Change, 
interviews religious leaders - presenting a basic education in what various religions and faiths believe and 
practice. The centerpiece of each program is a personal conversation with a minister, priest, rabbi, imam, or 
pastor. The program also goes inside the featured house of worship to show viewers the essential elements 
of a typical weekly service. 
 

8/7 7:00 55:45 Inside Islam: What a Billion Muslims Really Think D 
Focused on issues as diverse as Prejudice, Religion, Gender Justice, Terrorism, and Democracy Inside 
Islam: What a Billion Muslims Really Think presents remarkable data - deftly showing how it challenges 
the popular notion that Muslims and the West are on a collision course, incapable of understanding one 
another. Like the research, the film highlights a shared relationship that is based on facts - not fear. Inside 
Islam: What a Billion Muslims Really Think, explores the expertly gathered opinions of Muslims around 
the globe as revealed in the world's first major opinion poll, conducted by Gallup, the preeminent polling 
organization. Gallup researchers began by asking the questions on every American's mind. Why is there so 
much anti-Americanism in the Muslim world? Who are the extremists and how do Muslims feel about 
them? What do Muslims like and dislike about the West? What do Muslim women really want? Crucial 
policy decisions hang on these questions. They continue to generate passionate disagreements in the public 
square. Yet for all the heat and controversy, the actual views of the world's Muslims have been 
conspicuously missing from this debate. Now, we have the missing answers and statistics, gathered, parsed, 
and analyzed not by pundits but by professional researchers. As part of this groundbreaking six-year 
project, Gallup conducted tens of thousands of interviews with residents in 35 predominantly Muslim 
nations, as well as smaller populations in Europe and the USA. The broad extent of the polling has 
delivered findings for the world's 1.4 billion Muslims with a plus or minus accuracy of 3%. 
 

8/28 7:00 56:52 Road to Morocco: Journey to Understanding    D 
Violent and explosive conflicts in the Middle East, Africa, Northern Ireland and Bosnia testify to the 
challenges diverse ethnic and religious groups face. The documentary The Road to Morocco: Journey to 
Understanding explores religious diversity in the North African country of Morocco, where Jews, 
Christians and Muslims have coexisted for centuries. While Judaism, Christianity and Islam share a 
common lineage to Abraham, they have undeniable differences among them, which have resulted in 
considerable strife over time. As part of an effort to minimize and perhaps avert such conflicts in American 
communities, 70 American Jews, Christians and Muslims embarked on a two-week tour of Morocco. This 
predominately Islamic country has seen varying degrees of coexistence and interaction among Jews, 
Christians and Muslims for more than 1,000 years. Cameras followed the group's travels to historic sites, 
discussions and encounters in Morocco, as well as the impact of the trip upon returning home. The resulting 
documentary provides a historical perspective on the social issues the United States faces and features 
successful global models of peaceful coexistence. 
 

9/11 7:00 56:37 Asian and Abrahamic Religions: A Divine Encounter in America D 
Part 1- The documentary offers an in-depth look at the differences and surprising similarities among the 
Asian religions and the "Abrahamic" faiths of Christianity, Judaism and Islam. Also examined are the 



challenges of interfaith marriage, the younger generation's struggle to reconcile their families' traditional 
expectations with the desire to forge their own identity, and the difficulties in maintaining one's cultural and 
religious heritage in a largely Judeo-Christian environment. Cinema verite-style scenes capture a variety of 
religious ceremonies, festivals, rituals and sacred dance: a Hindu holiday celebrating Ganesha's birthday; a 
service recounting the great Hindu epic, the Ramayana, at a temple in Maryland; a royal Hindu wedding; 
and the 300th anniversary celebration of the Guru Granth Sahib, the Sikh scriptures. In addition, cameras 
visit the oldest Buddhist temple in the U.S., located in San Francisco's Chinatown, and contrast a Buddhist 
monastery in West Virginia with its Catholic counterpart in Washington, D.C. 

 
9/18 7:00  56:46  Not in God’s Name   D  Tenzin Gyatso 

Today our world is ravaged by extreme divisions between religions. We   Robert Thurman 
examine the similar values of all faiths, and their potential for drawing us  Karan Singh 
 all together to share a common ground. Featuring His Holiness Tenzin    Joseph Prabhu 
Gyatso, the 14th Dalai Lama, Robert Thurman, Ph. D, Joseph Prabhu, Ph. D,  Georg Fuerstein 
 Dr. Karan Singh, Georg Feuerstein, Ph. D, and leaders of many faiths. Trapped in religious riots in Delhi, 
filmmaker Paula Fouce follows the Dalai Lama on a journey to understand religious intolerance. 

 
Civic Engagement 
 
8/3 19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N 

Rock the Vote Looks to Overcome Youth Enthusiasm Gap by Midterms- Rock the Vote, a non-profit group 
encourages and mobilizes young Americans to vote. It is mobilizing in five states for its biggest midterm 
election year voting drive since its founding in 1992. They hope to register 200,000 people for voting, ages 
18 to 29.  

 
 8/9 21:00 2:26:33  Remembering Geneva Steel  D 

In the early days of World War II, defense planners picked a patch of farmland at the base of Mount 
Timpanogos to be the home of a massive industrial complex. Through a half-century of war and peace, 
Geneva Steel produced tons of steel and employed thousands of Utahns in the effort. Share the memories of 
the men and women who invested their lives in forging the steel that built America. 
 
 

9/11 22:00 55:59  Utah Voices after  9/11   D 
Pinpoint where thousands of Utahans were when they heard that the Twin Towers had been hit in 
downtown NYC. Hear their reactions and examine how these accounts have changed life in Utah and in the 
United States today. 
 

Utah  
 
7/3 8:00 51:51  Hope of America     O 

Kick off your Independence Day festivities with the 16th annual Hope of America Student Showcase, 
where 6,000 students from seventy Utah schools join together and perform patriotic music through song, 
choreography, and sign language. 
 

 7/17 7:00 56:46 Sweetwater Rescue: The Willie and Martin Handcart Companies D 
In the mid-1850s, thousands of Latter-day Saint emigrants crowded the docks of Liverpool, dreaming of a 
new life in the Salt Lake Valley. After an arduous ocean voyage and an overland trip to Iowa, they loaded 
their belongings into handcarts, which they then began pulling the nearly 1,300 miles to the Salt Lake 
Valley. But for the Willie and Martin companies, numerous delays in an already late start led to a near-
catastrophe, as the emigrants found themselves running out of provisions and stranded in treacherous 
snowstorms on the high plains of Wyoming. This is the story of those who were stranded and those who 
came to their rescue in one of the greatest acts of heroism of the 19th century. 
  

8/20 22:00 1:53:46  The National Parks: America’s Best Idea D 



The Empire of Grandeur- Since the 19th century, environmentalists have been campaigning to preserve 
America’s natural beauty and make it accessible to all. This month, let your pride in Utah blossom with the 
stunning history and vistas of Zion National Park, captured by the illustrious filmmaker Ken Burns.  

 
8/25 19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N  Jon Huntsman 

Huntsman: I Can ‘Put the Numbers Together to Actually Win in 2012’- In an interview Thursday with 
Jeffrey Brown, presidential hopeful and former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman said that wealthy Americans will 
need to share sacrifices to help get the U.S. economy back on track. He also discussed the latest 
developments in Libya, extending the payroll tax cuts and his rivals for the Republican nomination. 

 
 
 
Financial Planning 
 
7/10 16:00 26:46 The Truth about Money with Ric Edelman  O   Warren Brown 

Host Ric Edelman explains the pitfalls of paying off a mortgage early, interviews entrepreneur baker 
Warren Brown of CakeLove; answers questions about paying for college, coordinating your retirement 
accounts and taking on debt in order to invest. He also discusses how to pick the right mortgage loan and 
answers questions from his radio audience.  

 
7/31 16:00 26:46 The Truth about Money with Ric Edelman  O   David Walker 

Join Ric Edelman as he explains how intuition about money can land people in trouble, reveals the key to 
happiness during retirement and hears from former US Comptroller General David Walker about what 
ordinary citizens can do to fight government over-spending and debt. He also fields questions from his 
seminar audience, his weekly radio show and people on the street. 
 

8/5 9:00 1:55:34  Suze Orman’s Money Class  O 
Sit down with Suze Orman to learn financial habits that can keep you not only afloat but also thriving in 
today's unstable economy. Orman makes the advice fun with her signature frankness and humor.  

 
9/2 19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N   

Can America’s Jobless Fill American Jobs?- With the U.S. unemployment rate stuck around 9 percent, 
economics correspondent Paul Solman explores whether widespread joblessness is simply the result of a 
weak economy or if a broader shift toward higher-skill work is occurring that could leave many Americans 
behind even when the economy recovers. 

 
Education 
 
7/6 19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N  Heather Vogell 

Schoolhouse Shock- A new report found that nearly 200 Atlanta school administrators, principals and 
teachers cheated to raise student test scores for as long as a decade. Gwen Ifill discusses the report's 
findings, and the problem that has surfaced in school districts across the country with The Atlanta Journal-
Constitution's Heather Vogell. 

 
7/14 1:00 56:46  NOVA     D  Dr. Oliver Sacks 

Musical Minds- NOVA investigates the extraordinary impact music can have on the human brain, through 
the case studies from neurologist Dr. Oliver Sacks' latest book Musicophilia. We travel around the globe to 
meet people like Tony Cicoria, who was struck by lightning and was suddenly inspired to become a pianist; 
and Matt Giordano, who uses drumming to alleviate his severe Tourettes. NOVA even peers deep into the 
brain of Dr. Sacks himself, in a rare glimpse of what makes minds musical. 
 
 

 
9/21 19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N            Denzel Washington 

Denzel Washington on Dropouts: ‘Most Dangerous Time’ for Kids Right After School- The first installment 
of an 18-month series on the nation’s high school dropout rate. Denzel Washington discusses his work as 



national spokesman for the Boys & Girls Clubs of America and making a difference in the lives of at-risk 
youth. Utah high school dropout rates are slowly increasing. Ogden School District has an astounding 49% 
dropout rate with Salt Lake School District not doing much better.  

 
9/23 19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N  Katie Haycock 

Obama Offers States an Exit to Parts of 'No Child Left Behind' Law-   Jack Dale 
Amid bipartisan praise, President Bush signed No Child Left    
Behind into law in 2002. The sweeping education reform sought to make sure more public schools and 
more students performed up to expectations. But, almost 10 years later, President Obama said today, the 
law wasn't working. He says “experience has taught us that, in its implementation, No Child Left Behind 
had some serious flaws that are hurting our children, instead of helping them” 

 
Health 
 
7/28 3:00 56:25  Killer Stress A National Geographic Special  D Robert Sapolsky 

Stress. It's always been there to save our lives. It's what made us run from predators and enabled us to take 
down prey. But today, humans are turning on that same stress response to deal with 30-year mortgages, 
difficult bosses, teenagers and traffic jams. Some of us are wallowing in corrosive hormones; for the first 
time, scientists can reveal just how measurable and dangerous that exposure can be. MacArthur "Genius 
Grant" recipient and Stanford University neurobiologist Robert Sapolsky and National Geographic search 
for answers to why stress seems to be killing us. 
 

8/6 19:00 2:58:41  Dr. Wayne Dyer: Excuses Begone!  O 
Learn how to ban self-deprecating excuses that prevent us from reaching our full potential. Dyer reveals a 
powerful transformative process that will leave you thinking in healthy ways that will allow you to reach 
new realms of possibility. 

 
8/9 19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour    N 

Tweeting Your Health Woes Could Help Fight Disease- According to a recent slate of independent studies, 
Twitter can accurately track the spread of a virus or disease -- and do it much faster than traditional 
surveillance methods.  
 

9/11 15:30 26:30  Healthy Body, Healthy Mind  O 
Insomnia: Waking Up at Night- Most of us have had trouble falling asleep on occasion. But imagine a 
scenario where you fall asleep easily and then after a few hours you wake up and stay up. You're not rested, 
you know you need more sleep but it just doesn't come. Now imagine that scenario repeats itself almost 
every night. A prominent expert referred to that type of sleep pattern, known officially as nocturnal 
awakening as a "nightmare". And that nightmare affects millions of people every year and contributes to 
danger on the highway from drowsy driving, as well as lost productivity at work and an overall poor quality 
of life. But there is help available. In this program we explore the problem of nocturnal awakening and see 
what can be done to treat it. We speak with the experts who discuss the scientific aspects of sleep disorders 
and patients who share their secrets to getting a good nights sleep. 
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